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Accelerating innovation by connecting researchers, funders, industry 
and society through a researcher-centric network
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Clarivate delivers trusted insights and analytics to accelerate the 
pace of innovation

Our mission

We are a trusted, indispensable 
partner to innovators everywhere 
delivering critical data, 
information, workflow solutions 
and deep domain expertise. 

Our purpose

We believe human ingenuity can 
transform the world and improve 
our future.

Our vision

We will improve the way the 
world creates, protects and 
advances innovation.



How does Web of Science help you 
accelerate your research
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Web of Science today

• Understand the research landscape 
with the world’s largest curated 
citation network of research 
publications

• Make confident strategic decisions 
using unbiased data curated by 
publisher-neutral experts

• Uncover hidden opportunities with 
consistent, accurate and complete 
metadata for authors, author 
affiliations, and funders 

• Research more efficiently using tools 
that find PDFs for you throughout your 
search process and automatically write 
your bibliography

• Conduct more responsible research 
evaluation using multidimensional 
profiles and ISI’s objective guidance

Essential Science Indicators 
Research Fronts

Reviewer Connect

Web of Science 
Author Connect

ScholarOne

Converis

Publons

InCites Benchmarking 
& Analytics

Consultancy

XML Dataset

VIVO Services

Journal Citation Reports APIs



Case Study 

Genomic Engineering
The CRISPR/Cas9 DNA segment
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Search Web of Science 

Search Web of Science to track ideas across disciplines and
time from over 1.7 billion cited references from over 171
million records.

With Web of Science Core Collection search the top
journals, conference proceedings, and books in the sciences,
social sciences, and arts and humanities to find the high
quality research most relevant to your area of interest.

Search Rules → 
Search Operators →
Sort Options →
Wildcards →

https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hs_search_rules.html
https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hs_search_operators.html
https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hs_sort_options.html
https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hs_wildcards.html
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Search Web of Science 

See the results of your search View the full record

https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hp_results.html
https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hp_full_record.html
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Topic Search
TS=(("clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat" or CRISPR*) AND “genome edit*”)

Enter Topic terms to search the following fields 
within a record.
• Title
• Abstract
• Author Keywords
• Keywords Plus®

5,918 unique records found in Web of Science 
Core Collection

First paper published in 2012

http://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS533AR16/help/WOS/hs_topic.html
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Topic Search

Search and discover CRISPR papers using 
valuable curated and enriched metadata
• Abstract
• Keywords
• Author Information
• Funding
• Document Information
• Journal Information
• Citation Network

http://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS533AR16/help/WOS/hs_topic.html
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Discover additional records in the Index Chemicus and the Current 
Chemical Reactions

Compounds | If the record was retrieved from Index Chemicus, new compounds reported in the article are listed
below the bibliographic record.
Reactions | If the record was retrieved from Current Chemical Reactions, reactions from each new synthetic method
reported in the source article are listed below the bibliographic record.
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Refine the Results

Narrow the results of your search by using any of the Refine 
Results options :
• Web of Science Categories
• Document Types
• Publication Years
• Organization-Enhanced
• Source Titles
• Funding Agencies
• Open Access
• And more!

You can then also choose how to Sort your results by newest, 
most cited, recently added, relevance, etc.
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Identify Top Papers

Highly Cited Papers
Generally, citations to papers peak in the second, third, or fourth 
year after publication, but some papers continue to be cited for 
many years. A few papers can exhibit delayed recognition. The 
patterns can vary greatly depending on the type of paper, the 
field, and the nature of the finding reported. Papers reporting 
discoveries, for example, can rise quickly and then fall as the 
discovery is further elaborated in other articles. Papers reporting 
methods or techniques can gradually increase in citation 
frequency over several years as the methods diffuse throughout 
the community and prove their utility.

Hot Papers
Papers generally reach their citation peak two, three, or four 
years after publication. A small group of papers, however, are 
recognized very soon after publication, reflected by rapid and 
significant numbers of citations. These papers are often key 
papers in their fields and are referred to as hot papers.
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Identify Top Papers

Highly Cited Paper published in 2012.

Emmanuelle Charpentier and 
Jennifer Doudna share the 2020 
Nobel chemistry prize for developing 
the precise genome-editing 
technology.



Jennifer A. Doudna – Facts – 2020. NobelPrize.org. Nobel Media AB 2020. Wed. 2 Dec 2020. https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/2020/doudna/facts/

Emmanuelle Charpentier – Facts – 2020. NobelPrize.org. Nobel Media AB 2020. Wed. 2 Dec 2020. 
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/2020/charpentier/facts/
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Citation Laureates

Successful predictions by Nobel Prize winners: since 2002, our analysis 
has identified 59 scientists who have won the Nobel Prize.

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/2020/doudna/facts/
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/2020/charpentier/facts/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/citation-laureates/
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Researcher Recognition 
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/researcher-recognition/

clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/citat
ion-laureates/

clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/euge
ne-garfield-award-2020/

recognition.webofscience.com/awards/
highly-cited/2020/

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/researcher-recognition/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/citation-laureates/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/eugene-garfield-award-2020/
https://recognition.webofscience.com/awards/highly-cited/2020/
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Identify Top Researchers
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Access the Full text

• OPEN URL LINKS
• OPEN ACCESS
• GOOGLE SCHOLAR
• PUBLISHER WEBSITE
• ENDNOTE CLICK
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Discover Open Access papers

Open Access 
identification for all OA 
versions and direct links 
to full text.
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Use EndNote Click (formerly Kopernio) to access the full text
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Explore the Citation Network

• Cites References – the research that a paper cites (all cited reference are captured, regardless
whether they are part of the index or not)

• Times Cited – more recently published papers that cite the paper

• Related Records – papers which share at least one cited reference in common with the paper (if they
share citations, they’re likely discussing similar topics).

https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hp_cited_references.html
https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hp_citing_articles.html
https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hp_related_records.html
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Discover Related Records that have a topical association to CRISPR 
research papers

Out of the 15,344 Related Records: 7,307 contain 
the keywords "Clustered Regularly Interspaced 
Short Palindromic Repeat" or CRISPR while 8,307 
records do not!

View a list of records that cite at least one document cited by the 
parent record identified. Related Records are ranked according to 
the number of references they share with the parent record.
The assumption behind Related Records searching is that articles 
that cite the same works have a subject relationship, regardless of 
whether their titles, abstracts, or keywords contain the same 
terms. The more cited references two articles share, the closer the 
subject relationship.
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Discover the importance and visibility of the journals you search by 
contextualising the Journal Impact Factor

mjl.clarivate.com | browse, search, and explore journals 
indexed in the Web of Science.
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Research Tools

Results Analysis Citation Report

Group and rank records in a results set by extracting data
values from a variety of fields. Find the most prevalent authors
in a particular field of study or generate a list of institutions
ranked by record count based on your search query.

The Citation Report provides aggregate citation statistics for a
set of search results.

https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hp_analyze_results.html
https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hp_citation_report.html
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Manage your Results

The Marked List page stores records
selected from your search results. After
marking records, you can save your Marked
List and return to it later.
Save up to 50 Marked Lists with up to 50,000
records per list. In order to save, you must be
logged into your Web of Science personal
profile.

Saving (and revisiting) your Searches
You can create complex queries by 
combining many searches together 
in your Search History, then save the 
combinations so they don't have to 
be recreated each time you come 
into Web of Science.
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Create an Alert

Your Web of Science account also allows you
to save alerts that notify you of updates in the
data.

Search Alerts - save a search and establish a daily,
weekly or monthly email notification when new
publications are added that match.

Citation Alerts - have a favorite or important
article you want to track? We'll notify you when it
receives new citations.

Table of Contents Alerts (Journal Alerts) -
subscribers to our Current Contents Connect
database can set up TOC alerts for their favorite
journals all in one place.

https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hp_open_manage_saved_searches.html
https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hp_my_citation_alerts.html
https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hp_my_journal_list.html
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Output Records

1. Select records
2. Select content
3. Select destination

Output options are available from the Results and 
Full Record pages in all Web of Science databases.

https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS535R83/help/WOS/hs_output_records.html#dsy8712-TRS_save_endnote_desktop


For the most comprehensive results, 
search across all subscribed resources

28Insert footer
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Value of accessing more databases through Web of Science 

1. Each publication/record is fully integrated in the Web of Science Citation universe. All records get a
Times cited count and a Usage Count, unique to the Web of Science. Citation analysis can be run on
the each database content.

2. Highly Cited Papers (top 1%) and Hot Papers can be identified within other databases, when they are
also indexed in the Web of Science Core Collection.

3. Open Access content in Web of Science is identified by making use of the ImpactStory Unpaywall
algorithm, running across the whole platform content, using DOI data, and providing free full text
linking.

4. Our tools - Publons, Endnote and Kopernio - are always integrated in each database.

5. Each database metadata is merged and combined. This provides a very powerful and unique multi-
Databases search, allowing for the retrieval of more publications. A common category scheme has
also been created for better filtering/refining.
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All Databases Search

A topic search at the All Databases level helps
discover content in formats and document types
across all content sets.
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Data Citation Index

Filter for records with linked data indexed in the
Data Citation Index (DCI).
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Data Citation Index

Discover research data sets and data studies from a wide
range of international data repositories in the sciences,
social sciences, and arts and humanities.
• Discover research data connected to articles published

in journals, books, and conference proceedings.
• Link directly to data repositories for easy access to the

deposited data sets.



Cortellis solutions dedicated to drug 
discovery and development
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Collaborate to innovate

Government

Academic

Non-Profit

Industry
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Make data-driven decisions with speed and certainty 

Unlock hidden insights and bring life to science

Discovery & Preclinical Development

Portfolio Strategy & Business Development

Clinical Development & Regulatory

Generics Strategy & Development

Supporting your needs across the drug/device development lifecycle

<<<<<       Data       |      Insights        |      Consulting       |       Benchmarking        >>>>>
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Cortellis
Clinical Trials 
Intelligence

Accelerating 
innovation in the life 
sciences
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Cortellis
Clinical Trials 
Intelligence

Accelerating 
innovation in the 
life sciences
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Cortellis 
Competitive 
Intelligence



Training resources

LibGuides
clarivate.libguides.com/home

Web of Science Learning
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/support/

Videos
https://videos.webofsciencegroup.com/
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http://clarivate.libguides.com/home
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/support/
https://videos.webofsciencegroup.com/
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Vă mulțumesc!

Adriana FILIP

Solutions Consultant

adriana.filip@clarivate.com

www.clarivate.com
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